In this paper we prove that some properties of tensor product and we show that if 2
Introduction
Let H be an infinite dimensional separable complex Hilbert space with inner product , and let   , the tensor product 2 1 A A  on the Hilbert space H H  has been considered variously by many of authors (see [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] ) . When 

but by no means all of them , Thus, whereas the binormal property is invariant under tensor product ,the *-paranormal property is not [9] .a gain ,whereas 2 1 A A  is posinormal if and only if 1 A and
are [9] and is similarly for Uoperator ,pseudo normal ,subnormal and normaloid operators [3] , [9] , [10] .it was shown in [9] that paranormal is not invariant under tensor product .
In this section we prove some properties of tensor product . 
In this section we may assume that 
Proof:
By induction it is enough to show that 
